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Quarterly Progress Report October - December 1960

Research Program on Conversion of Explosive Energy

Contract DA-28-017-501-ORD-3450
Dl, Project LB-2221

SCOPE OF WORK

The work during the past quarter has been directed toward two main

objectives, viz. compression of a magnetic field by a detonation and clari-

fication of the importance of various secondary effects in the electrical

conductivity measurements. In addition, some design work was performed

relating to the 20,000 joule capacitor bank and the design of a large

vacuum system in which to carry out firings.

The magnetic field compression experiments continued using the

interim 1000 joule bank described earlier. The circuit parameters of this

system were investigated in some detail in order to calculate tile magnetic

field in the load prior to its explosive compression. The signals induced

in the pick-up loop during the firing were then analyzed in terms of a

simple model picturing a constant total flux trapped in an area that is

decreasing due to the expansion of the copper-clad e))losive. A prelimi-

nary calculation of the leakage of the magnetic field into the conductors

indicates that this effect is present though not a dominant feature of

the experiment. Timing difficulties have still prevented crowbarring the

bark at a current maximum despite sevc;ral attempts to improve the timing-

accuracy. One of these attempts, involving a slower, high inductance,

multi-turn coil, was unmucces Thl due to mechanical failur of the coil.

Fhe most svccessful compression observed so far has been from an initial

field of 1700 gauss to a final field of 38,500 gauss, or by a factor of

8.2. Efforts to obtain h fiher magnetic fields by redesigning the load coil

and explosive "piston" and by working toward a higher initial magnetic field

are continuing. The capacitors for the 20,000 joule bank ordered at the end

of the la-st quarter were received at the end of the quarter reported on

here. Most design work during the interim was suspended pending arrival of

these tuits.

Tir conductivity work !as been directed toward renoviN; possible

secondary effects i. the ccinictiviVy meas;rements. These include the con-

finement of the detonation a.i- consequent changes in the reaction zone
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due to the structure supporting the double prones and the T-probes, the

effect of the T-probe plate tLickness, the difference between internal and

surface conductivity measurements, and air-shock induced conductivity. Also,

a faster sweep was employed in order to be able to examine the leading edge

structure and the first half microsecond of the conductivity signal. On the

basis of these firings, a revised set of measared conductivity values are

-(ported that show better agreement with those of other investigators.

Final values cannot be definitely established until all of the probe call-

bration data are reduced. General studies relating.to the conductivity

probe calibration have continued also. A suxmry of the double probe cali-

bration procedure is attached as an appendix.

The final design of the large vacuum system was completed and con-

struction proceeded during this quarter.
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ItESULTS OF WORK

A. Firings Conducted

Duririg the past quarter, twenty eight firings have been conducted.

Th ese are listed L. Table I. Four have been related to the nagnetic field

compression experiment while the remaining twenty four have involved elec-

trical conductivity measurements.

B. Magnetic Field Work

The discrepancy between previous measiirements of the bank arid load

inductances has been resolved. Ringing frequency measurements with and

without the field coil yielded the followinC values for inductmnco and

resistancez

* -o2.5 3.5 ms h,

L - 175.5 - .2 m/Ah,sys em

Rbank - .0342 .0034 :. Rsystem

Hence Lcoil - 73 1 9.8 m ph.

Tn taie Quarterly Progress Report of Oct. - ec. 1959, it was tiec-

retically shown, for field coils of the presknt feorietz:,', that tl- field

in the center of tne coil is given by the exprersion

R 188 x I0-7 ,

wlere i is the instantaneous current flo;ir4; _Lr th ! field eoil. c

P is proportional to voltavc in the air aj,

B(r) - V(r)

in tlh 4uart.irly :rogress ineport of April - June 196), the radial depeiicl-

ence cf the z-component of Uhc magnetic field is shown, in :-articularbV,

V(C) - 3.30 ,rv . Iience

B(r) . 189 x 1071V

where 7(r) L- in my and P(r) is in eauss. Now
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Acoil " L coi i  j "d
air gap

2 .r r
o B(r)rdrdQ-2 

B(r) r dr

2 '" 330 V (r) r dr

Jo o Jo

3.30

where r is the radius of the air gap. Jence

o- L 2 18 X 10 - 7 0( V( r ) r dr .
Lcoil " TOM3b 1

0

By carrying out the indicated integration graphically, it is found that

L coil- 87.8 mih,

in reasonably good agreement with the experimentally determined value.

Four more firings, Nos. 93-96, were completed in this quarter.

In these firings a small notch was made in the upper part of the air gap

of the field coil, in order to further protect the pickup coil from the

explosive products ard thus prolong its life. Also eight turns of all1DinumL

foil were wrapped tightly around the copper-lined charge so that the expand-

ing metallic surface would remain a closed conducting path for a longer

period of time. Timing difficulties resulted in firings 93 and 9 crow-

barring 9 i secs late and firing 96 crowbarring 1. 5,x sees late. The

oscilloscope trace of the pickup coil voltage as a function of time for

firing '.o. 96 is shown in Fig. 1. The voltage is directly proportional to

the magnetic field. Crowbarring was planned to occur at point A, the maxi-

mum uncompressed field, but timing errors resulted in crowbalTinf- at point

B, close to the minimum field. The magnetic field was then compressed to

point C, and it is believed tUat the coil broke up at point D. If crow-

barring had occurred at point A (19,5100 gauss), the compression ratio of

8.2 would have resulted in a final field of 160,000 gaus: inst':ad cf

38,500 gauss. The results of these firngs are shown in Table I.



Figure 1

Oscilloscope trace showing the magnetic field as a
function of time during a flux compression. The
horizontal time scale is 5msec/cm (Firing No. 96)
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Table II

Sunmiary of Magnetic Field Compression Firings

Firing No. B crowbar(gauss) Bfinal (gauss) Compression iatio

93 6,460 23,160 3.6

94 3,260 3,994 1.2

95 streak camera coverage only

96 4,700 38,500 8.2

where the compression ratio is BfinaI/Ucrowbar.

In firing No. 95, the streak camera results yielded Thformation on

the position and, velocity of the copper sheath lining the charge as a

functi on of time. Using this information, theoretical values for the

magnetic field can be found, both considering and neglecting magnetic field

penetration into the conductors. It is of interest to compare these calcu-

lations with the experimental values.

If no magnetic flux penetrates the conductors,

'- i Ocrowbar
B(t) - Constant -7 - crArt (1)A t A t)

where Pcrowbar is the magnetic flux at crowbar (t - 0) and A(t) is

the time-dependent area of the air gap. Ocr(;wbar is uasi]z, feud! to bo

1.35 x 10-3w, yielding B(O) - 5,870 gauss. To compare with experimental
values, for which B(O) - 4,700 gauss, the theoretical values are normal-

ized sc that, they agree with the experimental values at t - 0.

Assuming magnetic flux penetration into the conductors, Maxwoll's

equatiens can be shown to yield the following relazion if the displacment

current is negligible

CLOt2 Q d - x B-)*d.dt

where t1i first Integral extends across the air gap, and the second inte-

gral is made around the conductig surface. Then d0(t It can he nureric-galy intgrne toe obtainra-
ally integrated to obtain Ocrowbar- P(t). Then B(t) is given by

i3(t) - A Ocrr "+ar (O(t) - Ocrwar(2)
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Magnetic field compression vs. tdiw
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Figure 2 shows the experimental and theoretical values for B(t) . The

upper curve, marked by circles, represents the magnetic field as a function

of time assuming that no flux penetrates the conductors (eq. 1). The lower

curve, marked by squares, shows the magnetic field as a function of time

calculated from eq. (2) ass-uming flux leakage -nto the conductors. It is

based on measured values for 196t and A(t) . The experimental values

obtained from the pick-up loop are shown by x's. These points generally

lie between the two thegretical curvesj it is believed that the discrepancy

between the experimental points and the theoretical loss points is due to

the uncertainties involved in calculating the above two integrals.

C. Conductivity Measurement

Firings 22-c through 45-c utilized surface double probes, internal

double probes, and T probes for conductivity measurements in Composition B

and Pentolite under varying experimental conditions. Table III summarizes

the results of these firings.

The double probes are calibrated with a fixed input voltage of

0.1 volt, for varying salt solution depths and a single input pulse in a

manner similar to that described in the July - Sept. 1960 Quarterly Progress

Report. The choice of an input voltage of 0.1 volt for calibration purposes

is based on the observed saturation of probe resistance with input voltage,

as shown in Fig. 2 of the above report.

To provide a check on the validity of the single pulse calibration

technique, a T probe, in a salt solution of known dimensions, was cali-

brated in a similar fashion to a double probe. The T probe resistance,

calculated from the geometry and NaCl solution conductivity is 40.0 olm.

The resistance, as determined from the data of the pulse calibration is

37.9 ohms; this value corresponds to an extrapolated resistance for zero

input pulse duration. This gives one confidence in the essential correct-

ness of the single pulse calibration technique. it provides no information,

however, on the correctness of using an electrolytic solution to c;.librate

a probe to be used to measure the electrical resistance of a detonation.

This will be the subject of further investigation.

Figure 3(a) shows an assembly for measuring surface resistance; the

probe is located on top of a rectangiilar charge and is held in place by
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Figure 3(a)

Surface-mounted double probe

Figure 3(b)

Internally-mounted double probe
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mounting it in a polyethylene block. The oscilloscope trigger probes are

positioned between the explosive and the detonator which is located at the

right. The wooden frame aid plastic hag provide for carrying out the Ieasure-

ment in a propane atmosphere. To reduce exTlosive confinement due to the

polyethylene block supporting the double probe in later' firings some of the

polyetlWlene material was removed in the vicinity of the probe tip. The

probe support then resembles a table, the legs of which mount on the surface

of the explosive block. The probe is supported by pressing4 the contical hase

against the polyethylene "table top".

A typical oscilloscope record in Pig, . h(a) illustrates the rapid

onset of conduction as the detonation front reaches the probes. ,ince the

physical condition of the probe is uncertain at later ties, only the probe

resistance corresponding to the initial peak was computed. Both traces are

for the same event, but for different sweep ratcs. The upper trace shows

a 20,Asec time history of the detonation while the lower trace slws, a

21,sec interval that includes the leading edge of thc signal.

Fi4ure 3(h) shows an assembly used for internal resistance ea.u'c-

ments. A double probe cat be seen extending: fr', the expose( fact of tle

explosive. )scilloscope trigger probes are so-m , lucd to tlho surface0

The detonator is located beLind the rear 3upPolr,. ii-ure Lb) Ahow, a

typical oscilloscope record. Conparing this with Fi1:. b(a) we see that

they both show a peak conduction at : shakes but that thc later time

history of the event differ,. Our interpietatir-n is that ihis -,oak epr(,-

sents reaction zone conduction while the rmdain(er of the trace rmfers to

condliction by reaction products.

r probe assemblies with varying copper 1late ti ickneu;.;es have also

been fired. In order to ri limize confine.-ent, mich of the ,oljetiylene

support holding the thin copper Ilate has been cut away wit) jiSt enouj-h

left to iLsi.late the sides of the copper plate and maintain its rigidity

when pressed against die explosive block. Such a moantirk is rlown in

Pir. 5. fie dependence of the probe resictance (,n rr(l 'b ck~iles is

shown in rig. O.

The reaction zone length at the surface of the exilosive can be

estimated by observine the Variation of inuasured explcsive recisU~nce

with T probe thickness. For large probe ,hilckp-"-s the ratdcien path,

is determiiied by the width of the reaction zoae, whereas for a s.lall probe
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Figure 5

T probe nrounted on surface of charg~e
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thickness the conduction path depends strongly upcn probe thickness.

.Lhe transition between 013 and 0.38 mm is believed to be indicative of

the reaction zone luzgth in Comp B.

Comparison of the explosive resistivity values that have been

obtained under various experimental conditions is shown below in Table IV.

Two contaminating factors are inherent in surface measurements, air-shock

induced conductivity and confinement of the detonation. 'he variations

due to confinement are outstanding, 0°66 vs 0.39 ohm-cm for the uncorfined

case, whereas attempts to inhibit air shock contributions by using a pro-

pane atmaosphere yielded no significant difference, 0.66 vs 0.63 ohm-cm.

Internal measurements, free of air shock and confinement effects, are

indicative of the extent to which shock-induced conduction can modify

surface results, comparing the valizs 0.39 with 0.92 ohm-cm.

Table IV

Comparison of :xplosive ,esistivity "nder Various Conditions

Resistivity Probe
Explosive (ohm cm) location Atmosphere Confinement

Co B 0°66 surface air confined
0.63 surface propane culifined

0.39 surface propane Onconfined
3. 92 internal .1 unconfined

icntolite 0.99 surface propane unconf had

romp B o.47 surface propkane unco iined
+ if CsCl 4

ComF B O.83 surface propane unconfined
* b KN O3

Thc a,l ition of an eazily-ionized ;ir terial la2 net a; arently

increased tLe cond:ctdivity. Preliminary measurements with I1) rsCiOL and
KAD 'qve L.been made and firin-s with higher ctncentratinns are underway.

The resistivity valu&-s observed for Peritolite are roughly twice Ucce for

C imp E,,
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iioth the magnitude of the resistivity and difference between Comp B

and Pentolite are substantiall in agreement with similar measurements of

other investigators a Rhown below in Table V. Comparison of surface

resistivities with results from RRL show a close correspondence. The

factor of 2.5 discrepancy for internal re<sistivity values with University

of Utah results is beliovpd to be attributable to calibration uncertain-

ties in the latter measurements.

Table V

Comparison of Mieasured Explosive loesistivity (ohm cm)

surface B3jL 1  Stevens Utah2  LASL 3  Sovieth

CoMp B 0.29 0.39 - -- 0.2

Pentolite 0.89 0.99 ......

internal

ComI, 0.92 2.56 024 at ,. /5 s0,;)56 at 0.08/,
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WORK PLANNED FOR NEXT QUARTER

During the next quarter the design and most of the construction of

the large capacitor bank is expected to be completed. This will include

the connection of the line to the capacitor, the transmission line, and

the spark gap switch, as well as the overall structure.

The conductivity work will be largely directed toward analyzing the

present results. In particular the circuit rise time will be examined and

the efftct of cable delay will be determined. This is important since the

present minimum resistivity values are based on an initial current maximum,

the height of which may be critically dependent on the circuit parameters.

In an attempt to increase explosive conductivities work with seeded

explosives will continue. Composition B charges with 10% Cs~lO4 and KNO 3

are being fabricated. A small quantity of CsI has been obtained and

similar seeding concentrations in Composition B will be started as soon as

compatability tests are completed.

To improve the magnetic field compressional efficiency, a tear drop

coil has been designed. Plastic standoffs have been placed so that crow-

barring will occur very soon after detonation, thus minimizing the amount

of flux escaping before the crowbar time. The size of the air gap has been

decreased so that the copper sheath does not expand beyond 75% of its initial

radius before the gap is closed. This is done to lossen the possibility of

the copper surface rupturing before the gap is closed. The coil also has

a slirfht.y higher inductance to lessen timing errors. In oeder to further

imprevo the compression ratio, ways of optimizing the pickup coil position

and decreasing its overall size are being studied. This effectively increases

the ratio of initial crowbarred area of the air gap to the. area of the pickup

coil. 'or thc tear-drop design and the present pickup coils, this ratio is

about /I.
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APPENDIX

Double Probe Calibration Technique

When probe geometry and configuration result in a complicated

current density distribution, calibration of the probe is necessary to

establish the numerical relation between measured resistance and resistiv-

ity. For a pair of electrodes immersed in a medium of resistivity p ,

one has

p a const. x E (1)

where R is the measured resistance corresponding to p. Thus, in cali-

brating a particular probe, one is concerned with obtaining the numerical

value of the constant factor for that probe. If the probe resistance for a

material of known resistivity is measured then:

PC
r_ cons t.

and hence

PCp R

C

where p is the known resistivity and it is the measured resistance
C C

corresponding to Pc "

A double probe, consistig of two adjacent lengths of wire separated

and surrounded by an insulator, with exposed metallic tips, must be cali-

brated in order to compute explosive resistivity from the observed probe

resistance during detonation. The exposed probe tip is immersed into a

solution of .aCl of known conductivity and the probe resistance is neasiired

under various operating conditions° The ratio pc/Rc is detenhined fromn

these measurements.

Due to electrolytic action in the aC1 solution and the f:pneration

of gas bubbles that adhere to the probe surface thus drastically changing

the current density distribution across the surface and the probe resizt-

ance, a method of resistance measuirernt that minimizes this source of

error must be employed. Use of a DC techinique is ruled out due to the

constant rate of gas production and excessively large resistanc value-s
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observrd. U se of an AC method reduces somewhat the anount of -as forma-

tion about the electrodes and simultanecus] ) the measured resistance but

since the probe impedance is now frequency-dependent, ore must use a ver7

high frequency driving source or extrapolate low frequency results to

infinite frequency. A third technique is to use a pulsed electrical driv-

ing source, whose pulse duration is adjusted so that gas bubble corruption

of the measured probe resistance is substantially reduced. An extension of

this method is to use a single pulse generator, thus reducing buildup of

gas bubbles due to repetitive electrical pulsing of the probes.

Description of Calibration Apparatus and :rocedure

The double probe to be calibrated is connected in series with a

decade resistance box to a single pulse generator, as shown in Fig. 7.

A dual beam oscilloscope displays the output voltage of the generator and

the voltage across the probe simultaneously. The oscilloscop( sweep is

initiated by means of a trigger pulse from the single pulr'e i;enerator thfat

precedes in time the single pulse applied to the probes. The tine daration

and amplitude of the single pulse to the probes are -&riable parameters.

Prior to calibration a probe is inspected for breaks and cracks in

the ceramic insulator; the exosed tips arr lightly scraped with fine emery

paper to remove any unwanted polyester material and to havw the wire tips

and ceramic edge flush. An ohmewtar is then used to check that the probe

is not shorted before being placed into a ccnducting solution. A large

current, (obtained by settig the pulse generator controls to a maximuni

voltageu output and a ax:Lram rcue-itive duty cycie), is then passed tUrouph

the probes Lm~erscd in a condoctiag solution until bubble fOrmation is

obLerved. The probe leads are then reversed and the procedure repeated.

This step Js intended to leave the probe tips el ctrical- elean.

The probe is then placed into a bath of a freshly prepared, filtered,

JaCI solution with only the rrohe tip bein-, wetted by the ,ilt -<iutlouri;

the bath shape conforrdtng to the j-eo-try of the explosive charge. T1e

depth of the salt solution in the bath is vai'ied -lrinr the :alibraiion,

to detect effects of solution depth upon calihration. To mixnrize bubble

fornation, even with a single nulse calibrationI sCheme, a voltae about

which the probc resistance shows little variation is chosen. Since the

,alt soiwLi ion conductivity is tempratue dependent, the solution Lexnpraturs
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is recorded through the calibration procedure. The probe is then cali-

brated under mrying input pulse durations iy manually opera tirng the -irgle

pulse enerator and photographing the voltage wave ferms displayed on the

oscilloscope screen. lypical calibration parameters arc: input pulse

duration of 1, 5, and 10 sec, solution depths of 0.01h7, 0.072, and 0.125 in.

and --, input pulse voltage of 0.1 volt. Thus, for each probe a total of

nine rnirs are obtained. f. typical record of these wave forms is shown in

i 7. ~ ~the lower trace refers to the generator outPut voltage and the

upper ,race Lo tbc probe output volta,-e.

'fter calibration the probe is washed with distilled water to

remove remaining traces of salt.

The ' robe resistance is calculated from data derived from the photo-

graph:ic records. To facilitate data reduction, the oscilloscope photo-

graphis are enlarged to a convenient size, about five ines matnification.

The probe roistance is calculated from the result (derived laier) that

r Vo(t l ) Ao(-k )-r V (-L) A (-t)o . o 2 o)
Ac 2

o 1 .4 i ( 2 )A .o 2 o 2 Ai() 0( )

where , - robe r sistance in 'aCi :xIltionc

r - fLxed rsi!tance in c,,li rntiun c[rcuit

-o- , () - probe voltage at aii arbitrarily, chosen tiz*,

I 'y resCctivel$

±:&i ;;here %To 0 . (t) dt

ad A.i) V V(t) At,

-0

V.i( t) - kI.C , erztlr volta, ' crvc.

r.T :v,,c,-ssary tine, v',ita-u, a:,d area v,.lue- are obtainel fror, an

osciGo3co- c recor ,,largn%t, areas Lein- .ary, ;rcd h;. a Tl- inetcr.

",, i. a are ,, :" rr -&:,'- ai arranged tor Aiitai conputer procr..-i.;

an,: crUa ion. The cornu:er ian 'en iyrcr:L-,nz*,- Ln calculate Lr idaitior,
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to probe re5istarxce, 'lhc prowx capaciLanc a ,d cs.imac' Ii,~~su

resistance and caDacitance.

Derivation of '- jguat.!cn (1)

Cormider a pair of electrodes iiiunrsed in a t'~erium (,f cor.&ictivity

'as ilustrated below. The current denusity J and electric field E

are related by

An external emf maintains a potential V across the prohe eec t~rocies;

the series current through the probeb and battery is I .

AA

where . s "I e proh' rcsLst-uice. Thus

Tlie i..r~1ca. N~ rnadily vailwcted by Lhe liilFC)..Jrt:1n

Consltir a clo,:ted ;auss iai-t Are-a A . cOr~i.-ti1- of :&co,:w;K(' re A
and a s9ectlon, of thc -,robe ; ' so that A - i + A vcaa;2sa closedj

volimce. ih rea A' Iies iii., ini'ie ,f L;,,i- c,)C rface alor,; U&,(

cyiincirical i 'Il Tus, from ;jiuslaJ fea~c.'2~n u~~ i
law, luninLc i.4
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R VA(J)

where C is the probe capacity. Then

I E-dA = .dA + E.dA- J-.dA

AG  A A' A

Since = 0 across A' i.e. the electrostatic field irside a conductor

vanishes we have

- d

A

The integrals, ) T dA appearing in Fas. (3) and () are identical,
A

si,,ce the field is derivable in both caser from a scalar potential

where

with identical bouniztry conditions in both .ibuation . Hence

Thus, for a -iv2n probe geow-try and conifiguration one Lia3

= "p= cost.

ar., i c v,c fr calibration values, then

PC
P c

C

Derivation of Ec ,a'lin ()

I," calibration circuitry can bc re-presernt c schernt1icjly F:

- I
II



where R, C represent the probe resistance and capacity, r is the fixed
series resistance, V. is the generator voltage, and. V ir the prbe

1 
0

voltage. One has

V Ir + R ir + q2 /C (5)

C.o that

V - Ir
I" R

and also

12 - I - £I

121

Differentiating eq. (5)

dV dI 12 d1 I.-i r- --+ r L + -¢

dV. dl I 1 v Ir
dt- r + -+

Hence

dv. V. dl

dt R r Tt + R-C

Now

V "V. - Ir
0 1

so that

I -v

r

ard

I( +r)\. 0 (Rtr)

T-- arc i dt 0) o
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Thus

V dV +' " - * (t-;J V0

integrating fron t 0 to t -

m 1; - ( .Vr V(O)V d
1 dt- (sz) V (0) + d

S1 0 0 pc 0
0 

0

De rine

A V dt

1 1o

0

A 0set) - V dt
jo

and se t V (0) -0

'Men

1 A V ( q) + A ()
i 0 RrC 0

L, A - Hrr V (t) + (Li.r) A (i)

Hence
[A r~() A () r (-C)
Li 0 20 = C

Rr V ()

',valuating the left hand side at s- 1 and 2

ii Ai(-L)A (, )i - r Ao(t ) -A (. ) -Ao(' ? ) - r A (-E)
li 1 0 l 0 o1 1 2 02 o?Vo(- ,) V'

Solvin for F-

r V ( 2 )A 0 - r V ' 2) A(- 1 )

iZ 21 2 o20/i 1



Using this value for H, one can solve for C

R [A ) A -r A(-E)
Ci 1 , "

Rr Vo(t I)

In addition, one can ascertain the root mean square error in it and

C due to errors in the measured quantiLies, r, V ('1 ) , etc., as follows.

The error in R due to an error in arU of the measi-ed vlue c~ui b writteni

as

AR &V( )  etc.2 Vo0 (-L 1 ) o

Thus one gcnerates the following error terms for R

1 r

A(' 2 ) (r+R - A (-L )R

6H 0 2 6 V (E2 D 0 1

R Ai(t ) - Ao(-l) "R-ri

3D 0 
~

kr+R -L

0 2

I r+R'. V It )

5 "- D 2 Ao( 2.

R v(2 )
7- D

where

.-Vo[l A.(x ) -Ao('t) AV( I(l-E ,o

o 2 0 02 02 ii 0

Likewise one Lias for the error terms in C

r 7 0 )F-17R 0 oL o I



Ao( 1 ) Ao(-r2) (r*R) - A(-r2) 0)

A (,h ) R Ai_( ) - Ao( ) _ro )
&C3 2 0 2)

&C A "(*T) %(°rf ,-i (%j)

o

AC Ao(-r l )

5 - R AAi (r2
)

-Ao (-c. ) V~.1)AC"6 _ = 2 0 (+) -. r) ,r R, AAo("y

6C - A(%a (r+R)j Vo0('r)
7 R 2 Vo0(rI) Do2

The fundamental errors are estimated as follows. Ar is a manufacturers

specified accuracy of 0.5%.. bV is an estimate of the accuracy with which
the voltage pulse height can be read;. typically AV/V is of the order of
5%. 4A represents the repeatability of a planimeter area reading for a

given area; typically AA/A is of the order of 5%. The root mean square

errors in R and C are obtained from

(AF) 2  7- .--' (,Ri)2

i-I

.7

(AC) 2  2 1 - 2- -._ ("ci
i-1

For each set of probe calibrAtion data, values of 6r, V 0(C ) , etc.,
obtained from error estimates of the measured quantities r, Vo (-, etc.
are provided. The final result from the computer is thus a calculation of
R, C, and the r.m.s. errors in R and C . A summary of results of this
calibration procedure for the probes calibrated to date will be presented

in a later report.
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Tabulation of N.aCl Solution Conductity

The conductiviVt of a standard salt solution (an excess of NaCI

in distilled water, about 450 grame per liter)*

(oh1u CMY'1  TeMp.(OC2

0.1345 0
0.1555 5

0.1779 10
0.201h 15

0.2062 16
0. 213-1 17
0.2160 18
0. 22209 19

0.2259 20

0.2309 21

0.2360 22

0.2411 23

0.2462 24

0.2513 25

0.2565 26

0.2616 27

0.2669 28

0.2721 29

0.2774 30

*Values taken from "Handbook of Chemistry and Physics"

38th Edition, 1956-1957
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